John deere l120 deck parts diagram

John deere stx38 black mower deck belt diagrambolens garden tractor page belt diagram. John
deere model 48c mower deck 48 inch deck parts fits john deere tractor models x x x x x x x x
Service Mower. John deere 48 inch mower deck belt diagram. John deere model 48 mower deck
48 inch deck parts fits john deere models and series model sn mhda model sn mhda model sn
mhda model sn mhda See parking safely in safety section allow engine and muffler to cool
completely. Use a spring puller to remove the end of the mower belt tension spring from its
bracket. Deck drive belt for 48 cut john deere series 12 wide 38 long john deere gx Click the part
number below to view and order a part for your john deere lawn tractor with 42 mower deck or
search illustrated diagrams to determine the part you need for your john deere lawn tractor with
48 mower deck. John deere 44 inch mower deck belt diagramdeck belt diagram problem.
Service 48 54 inch mower deck. Quick model guide for john deere lawn tractor with 48 mower
deck parts. Need deck belt diagram murray 40 hpi need the belt diagram for a yardman 46in.
Mower deck gearbox oil. I need to replace my mower deck belt on a john deere x 48 deck. Avoid
injury from contacting blades. It came off and i do not know how to route the belt. Remove the
two cap screws a from in front of the gearbox. Click the link and scroll down in the left column
until you find the heading for replacing the belt. Deck belt diagram for model I have a john deere
mower and need to find an exploded diagram of how the mower deck. Replacing mower drive
belt ze 48 inch mower park machine safely. The following john deere grease is preferred. Need
mower deck belt diagram for l john deere i have found the manual at jds website. Post a
Comment. Service Mower I need to replace my mower deck belt on a deere x 48 deck.
Components are installed under spring tension. Group title image description price. Share this
post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. Introduction This policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the policy
of the Company to respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and
representatives. Users of any part of the Company computing system are required to respect
the legal protections provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this
email address is only for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the
matter is not a copyright issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of
claimed infringement, the Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA.
An electronic or physical signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the
copyrighted work or works claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is
claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or
access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company
to locate the material. Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the
complaining party, including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address
at which the complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice
is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on
behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of
the above information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of
the DMCA notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who
knowingly materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to
liability. Please also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be
forwarded to the person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the
right to publish Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will
comply with the appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is
received. Please note that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or
misidentification may be subject to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It
is Company policy to accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it
determines are reasonable under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder
Click here - to use the wp menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our
Newsletter! Follow hollywood. Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for
Copyright Owners The following elements must be included in your copyright infringement
complaint notice: 1. All repairs and maintenance of our drive systems should be performed by a
professional service technician. If you have any questions or need specific help for your issue,
feel free to contact our service team at or through the website by clicking here. Using Tuff Torq
repair kits â€” Figure 1. Once you are ready to install the parts be sure to coat the mating
surfaces with oil. Using Tuff Torq repair kits â€” Figure 3. New style magnet holder and two
magnets see Fig. Using Tuff Torq repair kits â€” Figure 5. Your email address will not be
published. Hello, I am sorry but the OEM puts the expansion tank on so you would need to

contact the dealer in your area to get that part. I do not have good data for which units are used
in the different gators. You would need to get the serial number of the gator and contact your
John Deere Dealer and they should be able to get you the part number of the unit that is
installed in that particular gator. Hello, I am sorry but if you have a distributor in your country
you must go through that distributor. I am unable to sell in a country with a distributor. Hello,
Here is the link to the K51A. I have a husqvarna LTH When going forward it is very slow but
somethings takes off quickly for just a few yards. The reverse is all good and operates properly.
Would you be able to tell me what could be wrong with the drive unit. In forward motion, a
person can walk much faster than the machine will. Thank you. Email , 1wnhn2 gmail. It is
hollowed on on side, solid on the other, has a curved side and a flat side. It sits againts a
control arm 52 in parts diag. Hello, Here is the link to that transmission. After replacing the fuse
for the starter I have discovered my mower will no longer move forward or backward. It worked
fine prior to replacing the starter fuse. Any ideas on why the mower will no longer move? Hello,
I am not sure about what is involved with changing the fuse but you would start checking all the
linkages and the freewheeling lever. Then look at the hubs and the keys to make sure they are in
the slots for both axles. Broken left axel. Located in Sunshine Coast Queensland Australia.
Hello, For inquiry of parts in Australia, you would want to contact the distributor for Australia. I
read the charge pump increases durability. I noticed in pics after reinstalling I did not see or
remember installing spring 1A under pump. Hello, There is not an upgrade to the K57 from a K
However several years ago he retired and no one has taken up the mantel so it is not supported
any longer. Hello, I am sorry but the parts in question will not work because of their size
difference with the K TT 7A I thought I had taken pictures of everything before I disassembled
everything.. Any help would be appreciated. Hello, The thin side should be facing you when you
have it upside down with the lower case off. I am looking for a rebuild kit for a k57 on a
simplicity Broadmoor , do you have one available and a part number? I would make sure to look
over the charge pump and the rotors just to make sure that you do not need those as well. They
are not included in the repair kit and the roll pins holding the charge pump are not included
either so you might want those, also. Ever since I got it back it rides really rough when cold and
goes really slow in reverse. After it warms up it starts to run much smoother, and it actually
speeds up in reverse. Hello, Sounds like the Oil the dealer put in is a little thick. You might want
to warm it up a little before hitting the mowing real hard. Hello, Here is the link to the
transmission on the website. Hello, Here is the link to the website for that transmission with that
serial number. Hello, Here is the link to the transmission. Hello, the repair kit which is the total
hydraulic rebuild kit has a part number of 1A Hello, Here is the link to the transmission on the
new website. The repair kit is on the parts list. What are my options as to rebuilding this unit,
kits or any upgrades? This unit has never been worked on as I have owned it since new and I
will be doing the work myself. Thanks for your advice. Hello, Here is the link to your
transmission on the new website. I have a K51B. This really depends on the serial number brake
of the transmission. Early versions have a lever that is not removable. If it is a later version
then, yes you can remove the lever. The shaft is spring-loaded and will sink into the
transmission but not all the way inside. You should be able to remove the O-rings with a pick
and clean the area well to ensure that the new o-rings will seal off the transmission. Once
installed use a small metal ruler to hold the shaft in the up position so you can put the lever on
the shaft and start the roll pin. Make sure not to note the position of the lever so you get it
installed correctly and not turn the shaft inside the transmission. I have a 7A HOP pn I can go
forward and back wards at low speed but when I try to go faster it lurches and makes a loud
clicking noise, I think we overloaded the pull behind trailer and broke some thing,,,do you have
a rebuild kit for this unit, thank you in advance. Hello, I would check the mountings on the frame
for the transmission. Probably just enough that the belt is not coming off. Husqvarna has a kit
to fix this and you should contact them if that is what is going on. Can you advise? Hello, The
Hydrostatic transmission can start to act strange when there is damaged hydraulic parts. It can
work fine in forward and have issues in reverse and vice versa. First I would check to see if the
transmission has a shock absorber attached to the control lever. Sometimes the OEM will add
those to the transmission and I would check for that. I have a tuff Torq which has just started to
have trouble driving. I notice the rubber cap under the fan is leaking Perished. First thoughts
were to replace the cap and the oil. Having trouble finding a replacement cap. Could you please
advise.. Hello, Here is the link to that transmission on the website where you can find all the
parts. Also how do I find out what parts are included in the kit? Hello, The repair kit is model
specific and sometimes even serial number specific depending on the model. So, I would need
the serial number of the unit to get you the correct repair kit. I have a K46 in a John Deere with
hours on it that has broken springs under three of the 5 pistons. I took a fourth spring in my
fingers and it snapped like a pretzel would if you tried to bend it. There is no visible scoring or

discoloration that would indicate overheating and makes me wonder if there was a bad batch of
springs from your supplier. Hello, I am sorry but the springs are not sold separately. We receive
the cylinder blocks complete. Also, the cylinder blocks are locked into the repair kit and are not
able to be purchased outside of that kit. I all of a sudden lost all drive. The belt and pulley on top
of the transmission are good. It makes no noise and you can push the tractor freely like you
have disengaged the transmission. Also the pedals feel soft. Hello, I would check the linkages
first. Also, check for debris on the transmission not allowing the linkage or the control lever to
move properly. I seems the plunger or mechanism to to lock the wheels from free roll may be
the problem. Hello, To help with parts I need the serial number of that transmission because
that series is serial number specific for parts. The serial number is on a bar code sticker that is
on the case of the transmission close to one of the axles. Hello, I do not believe an IDS valve is
your problem. I think the faces of the center case are the issue. I need to replace the broken left
axleâ€¦ I cant find a part number for the new left axle in your parts search. Can you help? Hello,
The axles are offered in the axle shaft kit. It is on the parts list and the part number is 1A I have
a John Deere L automatic and I need to either replace or rebuild my k46 hydrostatic transaxle
and was just wondering how much your rebuild kits are and I also need a new fan and plug
where the magnet goes. The barcode for proper parts ID is gone. Is there another way to finding
this info? Hello, Yes, there is! I have a craftsman riding lawnmower with the k46bt tuff torq
hydrostatic drive the shifter lever seems to be not in gaging and it falls out of the hole was just
woundering what part i need to fix problems. Hi, I have a JD D replaced the transmission oil
tractor will barley move. I found the fan on the transmission will not move. I am looking for a
rebuild kit for a K Hello, That Simplicity number translates to a K51F. The part number for the
rebuild kit is It locked up? Well, if it is a hydraulic issue check the faces of the part held in with
three bolts called the center case. Also, check the mate up surface n the cylinder blocks and
again look at the metal between the kidney ports looking for the same kind of thing. Is there a
tranny that could replace mine or what the cheapest to do thanks in advance. Hello, There is a
bar code sticker on the case close to one of the axles that has a serial number on it. Get the
serial number and I can get the link to that transmission. Hello, I bought a used jdC with about
hours on it. After about 20 hrs of use, the tractor just stopped and the drive belt was slipping on
the motor pulley. Acts like I have frozen hearing someplace. Can this granny be rebuilt? Yes, I
believe it can but to be sure I would need the serial number off the bar code sticker on the case
of the transmission. It is close to one of the axles and normally you can see it from the rear of
the tractor. Get the serial number and I can get you the link to your transmission. Do I fit the
seals first and push the axles through or do I put in the axles first and put the seals on over the
axles putting tape on each end to protect seal. Hello, Here is the link to the procedure for
changing the axles in a K It explains exactly how to do it. After letting it sit for about an hour it
will go again for a bit then loses all power again. What parts do I need? Hello, I would start by
changing the oil. It holds 2. Here is the link for changing the oil. Hello, The price depends on
what transmission you have. I hear the k46 is similar and will be utilized as a rebuild kit. Could I
please get a quote? Thank you! I am looking for a K46C center case only are they still available
and how do I order one if available. Hello, Center cases are only offered in the repair kit. You
would need to get the whole repair kit for the transmission to get a center case. But when I go
on web site it says not available. Canada Power Technology Watline Ave. Mississauga, Ontario
L4Z 1P2 jharrington canadapowertech. Just replaced the pump bearing shaft and drained old
oil. My John Deere dealer recommendations putting 10W in for replacement oil. Is that ok or is a
special Oil for hydrostatic transmissions? Gus varna LGT This is the 3rd right axel that has
broken. They last about a year. Kit 1A fits. Can I just just the right axel. If sitting on the mower it
is the axel on my right. Hello, I am sorry but I am not able to split up axle kits. You would need
to order the whole kit. I am not remembering the orientation of the motor housing as stated
above. Wide end up or down. Wondering if you could help me out. Also would like to get a new
filter, what kit would I need to order. Hello, I am sorry but since the transmissions are built
specifically for the tractors that they are installed in I cannot recommend you swap for another
unit. I just received a rebuild kit. The center section says T40 R14 and my old section has K46 R
Did I receive the correct parts? Small difference in the one pump hole is the only difference. It
could be correct. However, for me to be certain I need the serial number of your transmission
and the part number of the kit you ordered. Hi I have a k62g and it has lost all drive. There is a te
build kit for the K62G. You would need to contact our distributor for the UK to order. Just let me
know how to pay you for the filters plus shipping to Australia. Much appreciated, Trevor. Hello, I
would try our new distributor for Australia. I need the Piston assembly for the motor and the
other piston assembly Oil Oil fill cap and breather gasket sealant. Hello, Yes, you can go right to
the website tufftorq. It is unfortunate but the cylinder blocks come to us complete, we do not
have the parts for them. I have a husqvarna with the tuff torq k46 bt that just had the anti debris

kit and inversion system replaced what are these and how do I find them in case I need to
replace them in the future? Hello, Those seem to be only offered through Husqvarna. I do not
have any information on them. You would need to contact Husqvarna for where they are. Hello,
That does seem odd. Also when was the last time you changed the oil? I am not able to help for
John Deere tractors anymore. Hello I have a k46 transaxle that is only two years old. The tractor
craftsman pro series will not move forward not reverse. Hello, I am sending a checklist to your
email. It should help you find our the issue and then you can determine which parts you will
need based on what you find. I have the D JD with the T transmission. The machine will no
longer engage the transmission when the tow valve rod is pushed in. Whether in or out the
machine will free wheel. Can you give me some info on how to repair this situation? Hi, I am
trying to replace the shaft and pulley on my k51a tuff torq transmission. However when I pulled
the old shaft out and tried to reinsert the new shaft there are 2 cylinders in the way. I can push
them down and they seem to be spring loaded. How do I get a repair kit? Hello, A slotted
screwdriver inserted under the lip of the sealing cap should be able to pry up on it and remove
the cap. Hello, You have installed the motor housing upside down. You need to flip that
wedge-shaped part that holds the bearings for the motor cylinder block around degrees. Hi, I
have just refurbished my K46 transmission and replaced the pump, motor and gears. After I had
it all back together I notices a small O ring on the bench and I have no idea where it came from. I
looked at the assembly diagram and could not figure out where it may go. Can you provide any
details on where the O ring needs to be. There are many O rings in the refurbishing kit but it
says they do not need to be replaced. The one on my bench was like the the smallest one in the
kit. Is there a way for me to identify this axle is beyond repair or can they all be repaired in some
way. Hello, There should be a bar code sticker on the case of the front transmission that would
have a serial number on it. That will tell you which transmission it is. When you get that number
you can email it to salesrvc tufftorq. Hello, Yes it can. However, some transmissions have a
valve installed in the centercase to restrict the flow of oil for reverse, thereby making reverse
slower for safety reasons. If you have a model that is configured that way forward will be slow
and reverse faster when you flip the motor housing. Hello, Yes we do. Nevermind, I figured it
out. After taking a break and clearing my head, I took another look at it. Because it was at the
factory where it was molded. With a little more force I was able to get that metal band out and
was left with a nice clean opening for the new axle seals to go into. Sorry about all that. Maybe
you could remove my previous post? And this one? Thanks Again. Sorry for wasting your time.
Trying to replace the axle shaft seals on my K46BE. They almost seemed glued or melted to the
housing. Took a lot of careful scraping to get all the old material off of housing. The chamfered
opening is the exact diameter of the new seal, but the just inside the housing is what looks like
a pressed in bushing. Part 74 T So the new seal is so thick, that it bottoms out against that
bushing before it comes anywhere close to properly being seated. Are the wrong axle seals
being put in the repair kit? Should I remove the bushing? Which appears to have been pressed
in anyways. Doubt it. Also on the original sealâ€¦. Seriously, it was like the old axle seal was
almost melted or glued to the housing. One other simple question. What does the acronym IDS
mean? Hello, I am sorry but the cylinder blocks are locked together with the center case in the
repair kit. You have to get the whole kit. I have Automacic series JohnDeere Prod. If i could get
the parts numbers to order them. Thank You Happy New Year. Hello, The differential gear kit is
part number 1A The filter and cylinder block are in the repair kit which for that transmission is
part number 1A Hello, With what you are describing I think it is likely a hydraulic issue and the
repair kit will replace the worn hydraulic parts. Transmission has lost power and will barely
back up. Hello, You would need to order the repair kit 1A Took apart, oil looked clean and not
filled with metal. Magnets had pretty good amount of goo on them. Also more noise from diff as
hours accumulated. Any other parts? Internal parts appeared to be in good shape still. Hello,
You would need a repair kit for your transmission. The kit comes with the pump and motor both
cylinder blocks , center case and seal kit. The part number is 1A I have a k57a transaxle with a
bad pinion assembly. The parts are no longer available. How can I fix this without junking the
whole machine since I just bought the rebuild kit for the transaxle. Hello, There is a kit that has
the pinion assembly for the K57K transaxle. Hello, Though they look alike, swapping one for
another is fraught with issues. It is not recommended. The transmissions are built for the
specific tractor that they are installed in. Hello, Yes, we do have a repair kit for the K46AC. My
Husq mower hrs went from smooth engagement to jerky engagement to NO engagement in
about 15 minutes of use. I thought the boots I was wearing might be causing me to not feel the
pedal. There is no resistance in the pedal and the brake stop has no grass under it. Can you
give me an idea of what the problem could be or where I should start looking? Hello, You should
probably start with changing the oil in the transmission. Then you can check the pulley and
input shaft to make sure they are right and all the linkages. Anything external can be checked

with the oil change. After installing you can see if the unit is working better. If it is great. If not
then it is time to rebuild or replace the transmission. You would need to create an account and
be logged in to see pricing. I have a john deere L with a BAD tuff torq k46 transâ€¦â€¦. Could the
axle shafts from my l trans be swapped into the new K46 for the MTD. Overcoming obstacles
cannot be easily done. For instance, the two transmissions you stated have different logic. If
you would put the new one in the tractor would go in reverse when you press the forward pedal.
Axles aside I would not recommend using that transmission in your tractor. I am HP person
disabled. I had someone rebuild my K46 tuff torq hydrostatic rebuild transmission kit. The man
who did the job? John Deere x3oo tractor. Now the problem is tractor pedals forward going in
reverse slow, reverse pedal now forward fast. Took transmission apart 2 times and check v
block install correct. Please help spent my disability money to pay for tractor transmission. Help
me please and thank you. The wedge-shaped motor housing is installed wrong. It needs to be
flipped degrees. If the wide side is facing you then the thin side needs to be facing you. It grinds
when backing up but not going forward. Hello, You would need the repair kit which is on the
parts list. I need a rebuild kit for a simplicity tuff torq k57 transaxle what part number would I
need and a ball park cost. Hello, You would need the serial number fo the unit to get that
information. Armed with that number you can call or email the service department at I have a
K46BT hydrostatic trans Axle. I need a rebuild kit to replace the drive gears on the axles. I have
a lot I need a pump kit the number is Hello, I believe that the number is 7A? That would be a
K46C transmission. The part number for a repair kit for that transmission is 1A I have a K46
transaxle case PN 46BE SAU I took apart every thing looks great no shavings to speak of, it
runs nice cold but when you go on any incline it stops, could it be the oil used it has about
hours when i drained the oil it seemed like there was not very much viscosity to the oil, The
pump and motor seemed tightwith the plungers. Hello, The issue is not the pistons, usually. The
issue is the other end of the cylinder block. You would want to check the metal between the
kidney ports for scratches, scoring, or anything not flat. Also, the center case face should be
glassy smooth. Good oil can sometimes help that but it is not a guarantee. I have a husqvarna
lgt with thek46aw transaxle in it. Hello, Yes, you will probably need to rebuild the transmission
but the first step is changing the oil in the transmission. You can then check all the externals of
the transmission to make sure nothing there is causing the issue. The rear axle has just
snapped off at the wheel hub. Is there a chance of replacing just the axle or do I need to
purchase a complete new transmission? Thanks in advance! It comes with both axles, axle
seals, gasket material, filter, sealing cap, and 3 litres of our 5W synthetic oil. Thanks ggraham!
Here are all the numbers off the bar code on the transmission. Hopefully you can tell me which
model it is as it may as well be Latin to me LOL! Thank you!! Hello, That is a T40J transmission
and on the second page of our transmissions you will find it. Hello My name is Rodney. I have
John deere G The transaxle will not pull on a including. What rebuild kit works with this
transaxle? I am sorry but we do not deal with the belts. Hello, Since we do not sell that part I do
not have specifications for it. You would need to back to Sears for the belt. IE, K46A or?? Also,
my pump is gone in itâ€¦ where can I get a new one? Thanking you in advance! You would need
to check the serial number of the transmission. It is on a barcode sticker on the case of the
transmission close to one of the axles and you should be able to see it from the rear of the
tractor. The serial number will tell you specifically which transmission you have. Hello, I do not
have information for swapping out transmissions. That is for the simple fact that they are built
for the specific tractor that they are installed in. I have a Troy Bilt bronco I have transmission
leak around left rear axle. Is it serviceable and can I get a seal for axle. Hello, Yes, you can
change the seals in your transmission. Axle seal replacement this link takes you to the
information online for how to do it. And as always you can contact the helpful service techs at It
looked like it had oil coming from vent and was covered in debris when I got the mower. It has
hrs on it. I took it out, cleaned it up and did an oil change. Seems like I was wrong. Is there an
o-ring around that shaft or?? I do not have the serial number off the axle at this timeâ€¦. Hello,
Yes, there is an oil seal on the control shaft. You get the serial number of the transmission and
email it to salessrvc tufftorq. Do you guys sell a rebuild kit for the tranaxles or know of one? Or
are they a disposable? You would need to check the serial number on the transmissions to get
an idea about which company made them. I need the specs. No Drive â€” Forward or Reverse
until the brake pedal is pressed approx half way down. The mower has completed hrs. No
noises come from the transmission and seems to drive smoothly. Any help greatly appreciated
as located in country Queensland Australia and the nearest John Deere service agent is approx
80 mile away. Hello, For questions like that, you can always contact the friendly techs in the Tuff
Torq Service Department by Phone: I am having trouble finding parts breakdown for a K46
transmission. I am hoping to get help here. The numbers on the transmission are IA and IA
Looking forward to your response. Hello Mr. Nixon, The numbers you indicated are embossed

on the cases. Those numbers are part numbers for the cases. You would need to check for a bar
code sticker on the case close to one of the axles. As always, you can call the helpful techs at T
he bypass shaft on my k51a tufftorq started leaking oil. Thank you, Charlie power equip center.
Schmidt, You can rebuild it and a repair kit for this model is part number 1A Oil, however, is not
easy to say because we have tested our oil exclusively now for a while and feel it is the best
choice for longevity in your transmission. As always, you can call the helpful techs at the
Service Department to have all your questions answered. The number is Taylor, The center case
is included in the repair kit for your particular transmission. You would need to order the whole
kit to get the center case kit. As always you can always email the Service Department at
salessrvc tufftorq. The techs there will be happy to answer your questions. Hello, Mr. Stuckey,
Yes, you can rebuild your K66I. To find the part number for the rebuild kit you would need the
serial number off of the transmission. You can contact the Service Department at Foy, here is
the part number for the repair kit for the serial number you indicated is 1A You can also call the
Service Department to get your questions answered at Brewer, There is a wedge shaped
housing that holds the bearings for motor cylinder block. It is installed upside down. Flip that
housing and it will work in forward and reverse. If you have any questions you can always call
the Service Department at We will be happy to help with your repair. Please contact our
professional service team and they will assist you in finding the repairs and parts you require.
They can be reached at or my email at salessrvc tufftorq. Have a great day! I managed to extract
both but there was no ball bearing or filter in either , can you advise what is correct and pt. I
pulled it apart because the mower has lost a lot of power and all looks ok apart from the gears
in the diff so I have an enquiry for those with a company here in New Zealand. Regards Bernard.
Thanks for your message. While I am happy to help any way I can, you have questions here that
would be best answers by one of our service professionals. You can reach them at salessrvc
tufftorq. If you contact our professional service team, they will be able to look up and help you
with the repair of your K46 unit. Hope that is helpful, have a great day! Hi, I have a John Deer
which has the tuff torq drive unit and has lost all drive power. I was just wondering if it is worth
repairing this by replacing the pump and motor kit or should I just scrap the complete machine.
Any advice would be most appreciated Thanks Richieâ€¦. Thanks for your comment. I think the
best advice would be to contact our service team and let them review your issues and
recommend the best solution. You can email them at salessrvc tufftorq. I hope that is helpful!
Have a great day. Receive the correct repair kit First, clean the outside debris from the unit. Be
sure to locate the proper serial number of the TTC unit Located on the barcode sticker. When
repairing your unit, it may not be necessary to use all o-rings, and seals. Drain the oil from the
unit. No need to remove the vent valve. Place the unit on your workbench with the fan facing
down. Opening unit an performing repair Remove the case bolts and remove the lower housing.
Scrape the sealant from both the upper and lower cover. Clean and flush the unit. You can clean
internal parts with standard brake cleaner. If you remove a bearing or a plate make sure that it is
placed back into the proper position. The notes are listed on most drawings so be sure to follow
these tips properly. Using Tuff Torq repair kits â€” Figure 2. Using Tuff Torq repair kits â€”
Figure 4. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Paul Hossack
says:. February 1, at am. February 1, at pm. January 25, at pm. December 22, at pm. December
21, at pm. Brian says:. December 7, at am. December 7, at pm. Bill hinkle says:. November 23, at
am. Guy Ransom says:. November 16, at pm. November 17, at pm. Dan says:. November 10, at
pm. November 11, at pm. November 7, at pm. November 9, at pm. November 6, at am. November
6, at pm. November 4, at pm. Jack Green says:. November 4, at am. October 28, at pm. October
24, at pm. October 26, at pm. Jarod says:. October 18, at pm. October 19, at am. Rachael says:.
Travis Woltmann says:. October 11, at pm. October 12, at pm. Jeff says:. October 6, at pm. Kevin
R Cotter says:. September 27, at am. September 30, at pm. Kevin Carswell says:. September 22,
at am. Chin Yew Law says:. September 21, at pm. Tyler says:. September 18, at pm. Kenny
says:. September 13, at pm. Reggie says:. September 22, at pm. September 23, at am.
September 14, at am. D Thomas says:. September 8, at pm. September 9, at pm. John Krebs
says:. August 21, at pm. August 24, at pm. Dennis Henley says:. August 15, at pm. August 17, at
am. Buxton says:. August 9, at am. August 10, at pm. Michael k morreim says:. August 8, at pm.
Morgan Jenkins says:. July 31, at am. July 31, at pm. John LaRese says:. July 30, at pm. John
Williams says:. July 25, at am. July 27, at pm. Jim Socha says:. July 17, at am. July 17, at pm.
Bob says:. July 15, at pm. July 16, at pm. Dave says:. July 8, at am. July 8, at pm. July 1, at am.
July 7, at pm. Robert says:. June 30, at pm. Rich Rankin says:. June 17, at pm. June 18, at pm.
Raymond Niessen says:. June 16, at am. June 16, at pm. Rod George says:. June 13, at pm.
June 15, at pm. Stephanie says:. Joel Cloud says:. June 12, at pm. Thomas Murphy says:.
Clifford everts says:. June 6, at am. June 8, at pm. Leon Roberts says:. May 29, at pm. Todd
Harris says:. May 28, at pm. Bob Griff says:. May 22, at am. May 22, at pm. Michael says:. May

15, at am. May 19, at pm. Lee Smith says:. May 12, at pm. Philip says:. May 8, at am. Tabitha
says:. April 30, at pm. May 1, at am. Phil says:. April 22, at am. April 22, at pm. Robbie Hines
says:. April 21, at pm. Tom Kelley says:. April 21, at am. Jim Sinnesael says:. April 20, at pm.
Gregory Johnson says:. April 12, at pm. April 13, at pm. Dan Sanders says:. April 11, at pm.
Dave Harders says:. April 10, at pm. Joe Beatrice says:. April 9, at pm. Donald says:. April 5, at
pm. April 6, at am. Marcus C says:. April 5, at am. Jilson litwin paterk says:. March 9, at pm.
March 10, at pm. Trevor Pollock says:. January 9, at am. January 9, at pm. Todd A Boulanger
says:. January 7, at pm. January 8, at pm. Michael McLaren says:. January 1, at pm. January 2,
at pm. Vern Bagley says:. December 26, at pm. December 27, at pm. Rene says:. December 17,
at am. December 17, at pm. RIchard Ortiz says:. November 12, at pm. Bernie Yarmuch says:.
October 11, at am. Arlyn Burns says:. October 4, at pm. September 7, at pm. Thomas Carver
says:. September 6, at pm. Richard Bettmeng says:. Ryan says:. June 11, at pm. Nicole Juhase
says:. June 10, at pm. Wayne Bizzaro says:. May 21, at pm. May 3, at pm. May 6, at pm. Gerald
Smallegange says:. April 14, at pm. Scott mccann says:. April 12, at am. Vaughn Pretorius says:.
April 8, at am. James Cardinale says:. March 28, at pm. March 29, at pm. Joseph Baldwin says:.
March 23, at am. March 22, at pm. Michael Perry says:. January 3, at pm. December 30, at pm.
Jeff Zoerb says:. October 31, at pm. November 1, at pm. Jason Stuner says:. October 30, at am.
October 30, at pm. Ricky Webb says:. October 12, at am. James River says:. October 6, at am.
Shaun Coppersmith says:. August 26, at am. August 28, at pm. Sam says:. August 8, at am.
Richie Moylan says:. August 5, at pm. August 7, at pm. Brian Foughty says:. July 29, at pm. July
26, at am. July 26, at pm. Dick K says:. July 23, at pm. July 24, at pm. Charles Cothran Sr says:.
July 13, at pm. July 12, at am. Craig cressman says:. July 1, at pm. July 2, at pm. Darren Staples
says:. June 27, at pm. June 29, at pm. June 22, at pm. June 25, at pm. Jim Maljaars says:. June
19, at pm. Rex says:. June 1, at pm. June 7, at pm. Rodney Vaden says:. June 1, at am. Mel
Lucas says:. May 26, at pm. May 30, at pm. Eric A. May 23, at pm. May 31, at pm. May 16, at pm.
Richard Windon says:. May 10, at am. May 24, at pm. Gary Lansink says:. May 8, at pm. Larry
Knoell says:. May 4, at pm. Gary harvey says:. May 2, at pm. January 22, at pm. Kevin Rhodes
says:. December 11, at am. December 18, at pm. October 22, at am. Tony nixon says:. October
13, at pm. Graeme Currie says:. October 10, at am. September 29, at pm. Charlie Schmidt says:.
September 25, at pm. Alan taylor says:. September 19, at pm. Steve Stuckey says:. September
15, at am. September 15, at pm. Chris Foy says:. September 14, at pm. Donnie Brewer says:.
September 3, at am. June 20, at am. David Brashears says:. July 10, at pm. Bernard Hinde says:.
June 4, at am. June 5, at pm. Richie Leonard says:. April 17, at am. April 18, at pm. Martin walyor
says:. March 6, at am. April 29, at pm. Our Mission. To provide a secure future for our
employees and benefit the community and the environment, while providing the highest value
of off-highway powertrain solutions in the world to our customers. Email sign up. My Tuff Torq
Login. Forgot Password. By continuing to the site, you accept cookies from TuffTorq. View our
updated Privacy Policy to learn more. However, if there is a desire to check or replace oil, it may
be necessary to remove the transaxle from the vehicle to access the black cap located under
the pulley and fan. Due to the design of our units. First, remove the transaxle from the vehicle
following OEM instructions. Invert transaxle to allow the oil to drain from case through the port
under the black cap. Refill transmission case with oil through same port to near top of the case.
In heavy usage applications, oil changing is recommended after the 1st 50 hours of operation
and every hours, thereafter. The filter should never require changing unless the transaxle is
removed from the tractor or rider and opened for repairs. Finally, after purging the transaxle of
air, add additional oil through tank opening under vent valve to the recommended oil level. For
more information, or to order your service parts and accessories, please visit our service
website here. For technical support, you can call our service team at Your email address will not
be published. Hello, we do not recommend adding drain bolts to a transmission that does not
have them because it introduces a new leak point and it does not save any time because you
still have to take out the transmission from the tractor to get the oil back in it. What oil should I
use? Hello, You can use 10W motor oil or you can get our Tuff Tech oil from the distributor.
Hello, On the motor side of the hydraulic circuit, there is a wedge-shaped part called the motor
housing and it holds the bearing for the motor cylinder block. That wedge-shaped part is the
key to your issue because you have installed it upside down. Hello, Yes, you can change the
input shaft seal though I would start with a few other places to look before that spot. It may be
necessary to pull the transmission so you can clean it up and see where the oil is leaking from.
Places to check are the sealing cap that covers a magnet, the control lever area, the bypass
lever area, and the brake lever area. Also, check the connections to the oil reservoir. I have a
John Deere X Which seal kit do I need, and if I break any case bolts where can I get
replacements? Grazie saluti Gianni. Hello, That unit is a K46S and it is shipped with 10W motor
oil so you can use that as it is easy to purchase. However, we recommend if you change the oil

you should change to our Tuff Tech oil that you can get from our distributor in Italy, Demal, with
this part number Q and it comes in a 3-liter bottle. Demal S. Cela ne devrait prendre que
quelques fois. Is there any interchangeable units that will work with it? Hello, I am sorry but the
picture did not come through. You can always send the picture to salsesrvc tufftorq. Needing to
rebuild or replace transaxle on John Deere LT Having trouble identifying the correct unit. Can
you help clarify? Hello, That is a transmission sold to Husqvarna. So it is not a John Deere
transmission. I assume you bought this used? Need help troubleshooting K46BA transmission.
Control level forward or backwards, no motion. Drive belt in great condition, tight and turns
while motor running. What is not working properly? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Hello, Start on the external things especially the linkage and the pivot points of the linkage.
Check the control lever as well. Make sure the keys are in the hubs and intact. Then check the
pulley and make sure it is turning the input shaft. I have a John Deere with K70 transmission.
John Deere says to use low vis hydraulic oil but your chart shows 10 W 30 motor oil. My parts
manual list transaxle as PT 40 I find on the web the substitute part number is now 42 My wheel
axle is broke into. Is the part number 42 the correct part number for me to order? Hello, For that
unit, there is a kit for the axles. The part number is 1A and it comes with everything you need to
change the axles. Even has the gasket material, oil, and new sealing cap. Hello, Yes, we do, here
is their contact information. Canada Power Technology Watline Ave. Mississauga, Ontario L4Z
1P2 jharrington canadapowertech. Having no problems. I see online that a lot of people are
using 5W50 full synthetic oil, is that a good oil to use? My Transaxle no. We are in southern BC
and do not get as cold as farther north does. The noise happens all the time, summer and
winter. I let it run with the brake off for a couple of minutes to warm up the oil, it still does it but
not quite as bad as when I first start it up. I also have a snowblower that I use on it with Chains
and wheel weights on the rear tires with a counterweight on the rear. So I do use it in cold
weather but the noise is not any worse once it warms up. Hello, Then if it is whining and it is not
seasonally related then I would think about changing the oil. Whining can be indicative of
broken-down oil viscosity and new oil should fix that issue. I have a Husqvarna yt42xls with the
k46 transmision. Cold the transmision whines badly, gets less noisy as it warms up but is still
loud. Pulls ok all the time either cold or hot. Should I be concerned with the noise? Thank you
Dan. Hello, It sounds like the oil is a little thick when cold. I see you are in Canada, does this
happen during the summer months or only in the colder months? There is a clunking noise in
forward drive in my John Deere D but not in reverse drive. It has just 88 hours total time. Any
guess as to the problem? Hello, I would check the linkage and the control lever for debris that
could keep the control lever from moving its whole arc. Then check the keys in the axles and
hubs. You asked me to get the transmission numbers off of it. Hello, here is the link to the page
of your particular transmission. Hello, Here is the link to the oil change procedure. You will need
to get me the serial number of the transmission so that I can be sure to tell you the correct oil to
use. When servicing by transmissions 7A on my riding lawnmower I am at the point of removing
the black cap to drain and refill. I am having quite a time prying that cap off the transmissions.
Any recommendations? The reverse is very slow and now the transmission is noisy and
slipping. Is all that is required a fluid change. Also, not sure what is meant by an air purge when
doing a fluid change? Hello, I would definitely start with an oil change. Check oil level. Start
engine and operate at low idle speed. Repeat opening and closing bypass tow valve while
alternately depressing forward and reverse pedal s. When vehicle starts to move, increase
engine speed. Repeat quick starts and panic stops until transaxle give full response. Mowing
fine today, uphill and level. Had a few hard jerks, then stopped moving altogether, both forward
and reverse. Yes, you need to inspect the transmission and see if the belt is still on the pulley.
Also, look at the bracing for the transmission and make sure it has not come loose. Next, check
the linkages and the levers to make sure there is nothing broken. After all the external things
are checked you may have to remove the transmission from the tractor and open it up to see if
there is an issue internally. After several hours of studying your procedures I have reached the
following conclusion: If I remove the transaxle, repair it and refill it, I have to install it in the
tractor to do the air purge procedure, THEN remove the tranaxle again to top off the oil, then
reinstall it. Is that correct? It does say that yes. However, if you put the oil level about halfway
up the magnet under the sealing cap that is a good level and you would not need to check it
after purging. Belt is on, pulley and fan are turning, axle keys are in place, wheels turn freely
one forward the other backward as they should, linkages are intact. Suspect a broken output
gear. Transmission is whining much more than it ever did. When this happened, the disengage
lever at the rear had worked itself out about halfway which makes me think that a poorly
engaged gear broke. Are there internal parts available for these? Hello, Here is the link to the
transmission on the website. Apparently, the nut and clip are there to support the pulley â€”
shaft will not pull out with the nut and clip removed. Gears are all intact. Oil level was in spec

and clear. I wanted to remove the input shaft and inspect that, but the repair procedure says to
remove a clip but mine has a nut, no sign of a clip. Nut turns with the shaft. How to remove it
and is it possible for it to be damaged on the lower end? What locally available oil ie: motor oil
is suitable for refilling? If you have oil leaking around the vent valve then the oil is getting so
hot it is expanding out the valve. I would advise an oil change and if you follow this link it will
show you how to do it. I do not know which specific model yet â€” label is hidden from view
until partially disassembled. It has been absolutely too hot and humid to work on it. When it is
cold, it will climb hills fine, but after it warms up, it will not climb anymore. Level ground is fine.
Do I need a new transaxle or is there hope for just a fluid change? I have no leaks, and no other
issues. Hello, There is hope that an oil change will be the ticket. The viscosity of the oil can be
shot and consequently, it will have trouble building pressure to do extra things like climb an
incline when the oil is warm and thinned out. I would start with an oil change. Here is the link to
the procedure for the oil change. Also want to know alternatives to the OEM fluid and fluid
capacity. Thanks in advance. Hello, You should contact my distributor that handles Mexico. I
will include the contact information. Hello, Can you get the serial number off the transmission?
It is on a bar code sticker on the case of the transmission close to one of the axles. Normally,
you can see it from the rear of the tractor. Get me that number and I can get you the repair kit
part number which is a complete hydraulic rebuild. Hi I have owned an LTR from new yesterday
it stopped driving and it looks like the drive pulleys have collapsed. The machine is for home
use and has not been worked hard, I have taken it my John Deere dealer for repair, I will ask
them to change the oil, do I need to go any further than that, internal filter and so on?. Thanks
Steve. Hi just bought a jd e an I have read a bunch about the k46iht an was wondering how
durable they are. Mine has the k46be iht any info would appreciated. That is the quality John
Deere Hy-Guard high viscosity hydraulic oil. Do make sure you are not abusing the
transmission with hauling heavy objects or towing heavy things with it. Keep the transmission
cleaned off as this added debris can be a thermal blanket that does not allow the transmission
to cool and the high heat will start to break down any oil faster. On inspection of disassembled
trans some slight chipping on spider gears not a lot of metal on magnets. Hello, I would inspect
the other end of the cylinder blocks where they mate up with the center case and also the
corresponding faces on the center case. Good morning I have a Husqvarna 24hp 54 p. Replace
the entire transmission for loss of strength. I need to know what oil to use in the new box since
the one recommended by you is not available in Argentina. This machine is for intensive use
and slopes. Thank you. Hello, You can order the Tuff Tech oil in Argentina. Just call this number
and they can assist you The part number is Q Got a craftsman t. Do i probably need overhaul or
should fluid and filter do the trick. Hello, I would start with the fluid change to see if it gets
better. If it does then yes it was the oil. I had to add a good quart of oil to the trannie when I
lowered the machine and it did not move at all. Hello, It is not a failure of the vent valve. The oil
will move through the vent which keeps the internal pressures low. However, you should check
the oil level by removing the transmission from the tractor and checking the oil level at the
sealing cap. Also, since the oil could have seeped out of the hydraulic circuit you should follow
the purge procedure to make sure the air is out. Do I need to open up the box and refit the
tapered plate. Regards Nigel. Hi Graham When I step on the forward pedal it goes forward but
slower than when I step on the reverse pedal which goes reverse but a lot quicker. I know for a
fact that the tapered plate which alters direction was fitted correctly as I took photos when I
initially started repairs and opened up the box. Any help appreciated Regards Nigel. Hello, So
what parts did you replace? If you did not replace the center case the part held in with 3 bolts
then it could be that the damage to the faces of the center case is showing up in forward first. Hi
Graham thanks for your reply I did not replace the centre case held with 3 bolts I will strip down
the box and check the condition Regards Nigel. Two s. What oil and best way to drain it. To bad
no recall on them. Hello, I am sorry but you would need to contact Hydro-Gear for those
transmissions. They are a competitor of ours so I do not have any information on them. The
kind Weight and amount of oil for my Transaxle. Number on tag, Tuff Torq 7A One comment
said 10W syn. Another comment said 20W syn. The amount I removed was 2 quarts. Thank you,
Don. Hello, I do not have good tractor data so I would need the serial number of the
transmission that is found on a bar code sticker close to one of the axles. Normally you can see
it from the rear of the tractor. I have a cub cadet xt2. The back tires dont seems to have a
differential gear and just push the front tires straight ahead. Is there something wrong with the
transmission? I doubt if the fluid has ever been changed. It has hours. I would like to put 5W50
in it. What can I expect to pay at the dealer to have this done? I believe this is a Product is Serial
is A Hello, Every dealer is different so I cannot really give you a good figure for what they
charge for services. However, here is the link for the transmission in your tractor. Hi there, I
have read your negative comments regarding the Tuff Torq transaxle and all the problems and

repairs carried out. All I can advise is to try out some new Pullyes! How to check this? After
running it and noticing the slipping, stop the engine and get off, check directly by touching the
drive pulley on the engine and over the drive axle. If these are warm or even hot, well then check
by looking at the pulleys exactly where the belt runs. If all shiny well then the slipping is
obvious and the heat confirms this. Hi Guys I have a K46f transmission but the pistons have
started to stick. Have tried to order a replacement cylinder block T but the part appears to be
unavailable in France. Can you advise me if it is possible to order a part or even the pistons and
springs. I am sorry but you have to get the whole repair kit because the cylinder blocks are
locked into that kit. Hola buenos dias tengo mi k46 que no luego de calentarse no avanza ya
cambie el aceite como me recomendaron y no hubo mejoras debo reemplazar las partes
hidrulicas me pasaria el pdf de las partes por favor gracias. Yvette Licon Would like to upgrade
transmission on JD e Tuff tourq T SN AAK as there are no level areas in my yard What is
available direct fit no mods with locking differential ,and at what price. I am sorry but I do not
have a bolt-in upgraded replacement for our transmissions because they are built specifically
for the tractor that they are installed in. Hello, K51A holds 2. I dont fully understand the oil level.
Just fill until it is 4. Seems like a lot of oil. I have a Westwood S approx with a K46 transmission,
after about 1 hour of mowing it loses drive going uphill, it is ok on the flat. Do I need to just
change the oil, if so do Ii need to remove the transmission or can I draw the old oil from the
reservoir tank. Hello, I would need to know which transmission it is. Get me that number and I
can instruct you on how to change the oil. I have a K46 in my cub cadet is there a way I can beef
up my trans for mowing hills? Gets hot after ahwile for mowing so much just changed fluid out.
I have a leak in my JD L K46 transmission coming from the left rear bolt. I discovered a trail of
oil up the drive and into the garage with a fairly large amount of oil in the garage. The apparent
amount of spill would appear to be more than what is leaking from the bolt. The bolt was tight.
What might cause this situation? What is the likely hood that the internals are damaged and a
full rebuild is necessary? Hello, I would look for a crack in the case. Did you perhaps hit
something? Unless you open up the transmission and inspect the hydraulic parts you will not
know for sure about the damage. I would take the transmission out and inspect it really well for
issues with the case. If nothing is found the you might want to get some RTV and re-seal the
case to make sure it is not the issue in leaking. Part TT-1A Could it be replaced at a big box
stores or is OEM necessary? Hello, Yes that is a specific bolt and I would not be able to say if
you could find it any other place. Best to order it off the website to ensure you are getting the
correctly speced bolt. Loss of power up hills. Axle seal was bad, leaked all the trans fluid out. If
recommended to rebuild, where could I purchase the rebuild kit. Also, the mower had ran for
quit some time before the notice of any power loss. Also, when i went in to fill the fluid, had to
replace the fan as there were no blades on it who knows how many hours of operation under
this condition. Hello, I am sorry but I do not have good tractor data for Cub Cadet. I would need
the serial number of the transmission that is found on a bar code sticker that is on the case of
the transmission close to one of the axles. Its starting to whine. Want to change the fluid. Is this
the K46 trans, and what fluid vicosity does it take? Hello, that is a T40A transmission which is
very similar to a K Hello, It is a T40A transmission. I have a Cub Cadet LT46 with k46 drive in it. I
can cut for about an hour and after that it quits moving. Any info would be great on this. Just oil
change or rebuild? I am leaning towards an oil change cause when it does pull it pull great with
no issues. Fan on top is also good. Hello, Yes I recommend you start with changing the oil. It
will not climb inclines anymore. Is rebuilding it ok or will I run into the same issues. What
options are available? This tractor still has strong motor and deck. Thanks Jim. Hello, Rebuild
or replace are your options. Rebuild is not without some risk but it is not much of one. Hi, I have
a 7A which has a small leak from the right shaft. Also it barely moves when under load after
being used for a half hour. Replacement oil? Thank you ggraham. Oil seal changed and oil
replaced. No leaks but had to replace a shaft spacer as it was nye on welded to the shaft but got
it off. Thanks again. Hello, Whining sounds are indicative of a hydraulic issue. It could be that
there is some wear on the center case and the oil pressure that is bleeding off is causing the
noise. However, every transmission does sound different which is something I learned on the
production floor. If it has power I would continue to run it and see how it fairs. Thanks for your
reply Graham have opened the box and found 3 pistons ceased so have ordered a new cylinder
Regards Nigel. It may be sluggish on hills but otherwise this is preventative maint. I have no
leaks or other issues other than sluggish on hills. Is it worth me splitting the case for inspection
and cleaning magnets or am I better just to get the TT3 in it and leave well enough alone? Hour
meter is Should I be concerned I have caused any damage or. If you have over filled it then the
oil will, as it heats up, expand out the vent valve and that is more than likely what you are
noticing. I have a Husqvarna LGT with drive unit 7A that is leaking oil at the control shaft seal. Is
a replacement seal available? If so, what is the part number? Thanks in advance for your help.

Hi GGraham sorry but have a problem with my K46F drive unit After breaking down the box and
inspecting all parts cleaned everything and filled with new oil. My test drive was ok for 10 mins
but felt as though the IDS was jerky then all drive stopped both forward and reverse. Your
previous advice was to replace the input drive shaft I have not done this as it seemed ok but will
if necessary. I will breakdown the box tomorrow but would be greatfull for any advice. I am
assuming I will need to flush and replace the filter. I had trouble trying to log in. Hello, Since it
does not require the case to split we do not suggest changing the filter. Changing oil is another
matter and you can find the lol change information at this link. I bought my tuff torq last year. It
did good for the first year. I probably put 12 hours on it last year. Hello, It is difficult to
troubleshoot something remotely but you should start with all the external things first. Check all
the pulleys especially the ones on the engine and the transmission. If that is good then check
the linkage. If all is well with those two items check the keys in the hubs. If one is broken the
transmission will work but all power will be applied to the free spinning axle and the whole thing
will not run. My tuff torq stopped moving. When I removed the transmission and drained the oil
it was milky. Would that cause the transmission to malfunction? Hello, If the oil was milky then
water has gotten into the unit. Can you advise on the failure and the remedy for both these
leaks, please. I have a craftsman t tractor that is almost a year old and I am having trouble with
the hydro drive. It seemed ok when it was cold but once it ran for about 30 minutes it started
slipping very bad. The tractor is still under warranty and I will have to call craftsman but thought
I would see what you thought about the problem. I believe it is a k46 model. The transmission is
dry on the outside so I dont see how it can be low on fluid either. Hi guys Could you let me have
the part no for the modification to be fitted to my K46F. Hello I have a k I had a Bearing that
broke and replaced and changed oil. And only works for 5 minutes. I dumped oil out and refilled
it and only runs for 5 minutes can you help. La partie Gear est remplie mais la partie hydro ne se
remplit pas. Faut-il remplir par le capuchon noir? Thanks GGraham for your reply do you have
any info, parts list to help me with my limited experience in opening up the unit any advice
gratefully accepted. The mower still grinds in forward and will not go uphill but not bad on flat
ground, in reverse the mower grinds occasionally but climbs uphill no problem. Could you
suggest a solution Regards Nigel Teale. Check that first but otherwise, it could be the keys on
the axles or a gear issue and you would need to open it up to check that. Has anyone tried
washing out the K46 with gasoline to get more of the old oil and metal residue out? Hello, I am
not sure how gas and the seals would react. Hello, I have a k46; is there a torque setting for the
bolts that hold the bottom sump on. My bolts were loosened with the intent to drop the sump
but this was not required so the sump was not removed or the seal broken. I would tend to stay
to the lower end of the spec as the case is an aluminum alloy and soft compared to the bolts.
Hello, Yes, it is. In a K46 rear end you are saying to refill with 5w50 synthetic, right? Could you
at lucas oil stabilize as well? Also have automatic hydrostatic oil 56 would this be any better to
help the rear end from heating up? Hello, I am sorry but I do not have any test data to provide an
answer. So I am unable to tell you if it will work or not. I have a k I had to cut out the fill cap to
remove it. I see there is a steel cap. Would that replace the rubber one? I have a K46 in a D that
is gets hot and slows down and blowing oil out the fill plug what can cause this. Hello, That
sounds like you are either overheating that transmission or there is damage to the hydraulic
parts. Since that unit is a John Deere you would need to contact a local dealer for help. I am no
longer able to offer assistance because John Deere wants to service their own transmissions.
What is the best way to drain the oil out and where do I get new oil for it? Hello, For the
transmission, you should refer to your manual. I am required to direct all inquiries to a local
dealer or you can contact the John Deere Tech Center at Why does tuff torq recommend 5w50
over the original 10w30 for most applications? That is a significant viscosity change, I could
understand switching from the original 10w30 conventional to synthetic 10w But why to 5w50?
Thanks for your time. Hello, That is the oil that we test exclusively. It is a good catch-all for hot
weather applications as well as cold weather applications. I know it should take 2. Up to where
the magnet sets so once it heats up it runs past or all the way to the top with magnet installed?
Thank you! Hello, You need to put the tractor up on jack stands and with the engine at a low idle
you engage the forward pedal and leave it on till you see the wheels start to move strongly and
then do the same for reverse. If you have help, a second person can open and close the
free-wheeling lever in the back of the tractor to get the air out a little faster. Hi there, is it
possible to reinstall the same cap after removing? I removed the upper plug and drained mine
after I had a main drive gear failure. I have a husqvarna yth24v42ls and I recently noticed the
k46cr to be leaking fluid. Is it possible that changing the fluid would resolve the issue? Thanks
so much. Have a great day. Hello, I would not think changing the oil will help unless the oil is
coming from the vent valve. If that is the case then the oil must really be getting hot. You would
put the oil level about halfway up the magnet that is under the sealing cap and that is a good

level. It all depends on which one you have and it if it has an external reservoir or an internal
reservoir. External is around 2 quarts and internal is 2. If the Tuff-Torq rear end is completely
empty how much fluid should it take to fill it? It looks like that translates to a K46DS and it holds
2. Hello, That side screw is the cam that sets the neutral for the control lever spring. You check
the oil level at the sealing cap under the fan and pully near the front of the transmission. There
is a magnet under it and you should have oil about a third of the way up the magnet. It just
started leaking oil from the left rear wheel seal area. I have not checked this yet but if so, what
would be the best oil 10w40? Thanks a lot! Hello, you can use a 10W or 5W synthetic motor oil.
Our Tuff Tech Oil is best and you can order it right off the website using the part number Q I
have a lhusqvarna 24 48 with a k 46 transmission worse good forwards and reverse but is
freewheeling going down hills and can be pushed without pulling release wire will oil change
help this. Hello, You might want to open this up and inspect the internal parts. There could be
wear on the hydraulic parts causing that problem. Hello, If you are going to just top off the fluid
the oil is a 10W If you are changing you should use 5W synthetic oil. What should be the cold oil
level in the external expansion tank? I have a Simplicity Broadmore 44 with a K57 in it. Sticker
says K57 only. No R, A etc. Will a K57R fit it? Hello, The transmissions are built specifically for
the tractor that they are installed in. So swapping is fraught with issues the least of which is the
height of the fan and pulley stack up. Hello, it is not very effective since there are two chambers,
hydro and gear. Your best bet is to just flip it over and drain the oil. That way you are ensured to
have most of the oil out of the unit. Hi, My K46 is still jerking for about minutes from cold, after
which it is fine. If I pre-heat the gearbox to say 85F, it runs fine out of the garage. As the oil has
been changed for a 5W does this suggest that there is internal damage? Dear Sirs, I have a
Husqvarna lawn tractor. I took the transaxle out and disassembled it. All pistons and cylinders
looked very clean with almost play or wear on the chrome of the pistons. I replaced the springs
with new ones, put it back together. Can you tell me what I may have done to cause this?
Should I have replaced the pump and motor? Hi, Recently for the 2nd time the left rear axle on
my Craftsman mower broke at the point it enters the transaxle housing. I mow about 1 acre on
flat ground and am wondering if this is a weak point on the axle. This K46 is about 6 years old
â€” the first one was about 3 years old when it broke. The first time the dealer sold me a new
transaxle and what I have for numbers are K46BN 7A N â€” The numbers are coming from my
paperwork because the units do not have the sticker on them. I kept the original transaxle and
am debating on attempting to just replace the broken axle or replacing the mower. If I opt to
repair either or both units is that doable for someone with fairly good mechanical abilities or
does it get technical? Also are there repair parts available? Thank you for your timeâ€¦â€¦.. I
appreciate if U would help me in. Cold here is say 5 celcius. After about 10 minutes of use, I get
full power no problem. Belts , pulleys and linkages are good. I topped up the oil last year and it
seemed better, but it seems much worse this winter. Any ideas? Hello, I believe that it is the oil
being too thick at startup since it is cold. Thank you for the suggestion. I ran the mower last
night, it was around 20 celcius. The K46 has approx hours, and this is the first oil change. I
bought the mower at 80 hours. Hello, You can contact the company listed below for options in
upgrading your K I have a John Deere E with K If I press the foreward pedal harder I go faster. If
I press less I go slower. Am I riding a clutch to go slower? Will this damage the K46? Should I
always press the foreward pedal fully? Hello, How the transaxle works is that the control lever
that is hooked to the pedal moves a part known as a swashplate. That swash plat squeezes
pistons in a pump that force oil through an orifice which pressurizes the oil and that oil
pressure is what drives the tractor. If you only press the pedal halfway, the swashplate will put
less oil through the orifice and give you less pressure which will give you less speed. It is
perfectly all right to run the pedal wherever you need the speed to be. For instance, in turning
you might want to go slower around an obstacle. The transaxle is designed to do this and you
are not hurting the it at all. I could not find anywhere in either tufftorq nor kansaki web site. Do
you know where to find it? That is the transmission you would need to purchase or get parts
for. I obtained it from an older gentleman who liked working on lawn and garden equipment. For
health reasons, he reluctantly had to stop. Very clean unit. Magnet under fill plug had a slight
grey film â€” appeared to be from normal wear and tear. If you could tell me what equipment it
would fit and whether or not it appears to be ok based on the oil and magnetic observations, it
would be much appreciated. Other than filling it with oil and trying it you will not know if it is
working or not. To be really sure it is good you would need to open it up and inspecting the
hydraulic parts. The oil you would want to use is 5W synthetic motor oil. Our Tuff tech oil is best
Q but to try to see if it will run any will do. Could you possibly send me a pdf on changing the oil
in this transmission? Curiously, does consistently mowing in both forward and reverse create
any additional wear vs just mowing in forward? I have plenty of landscape obstacles to
maneuver around so find myself backing more than I like. Hello, I am sorry but a K51 is installed

in the LT and a K46 does not have the same bolt in pattern nor does it have the same linkage
hookups as a K So, without lots of modification to the tractor, it is not possible to substitute a
K46 for a K I re did the seals in my tuff torq k46s transmission. Now when I press the forward
pedal it goes backwards and the reverse petal it goes forwards. Anyone come across this
before? Hello, You have installed the wedge-shaped motor housing in wrong. It needs to be
flipped degrees and it will fix that issue. Hello, changing my fluid, can you tell me the capacity
for my k46 please. Hello, The K46CR holds 2. That is a good level. Hi I have a k46 bt what is the
adjuster and lock nut on the right side for and how to set it. How much oil does it take. Hello,
That nut is the cam that sets the neutral on the control lever spring. The transaxle holds 2. I
have a k46bn on my husqvarna gth, i recently broke the left axle somehow and i am trying to
figure out what axle repair kit i need for this transmission. I have a countax with a K46E. On
start up the mower will not move but if you give it a push and drive it for 50 yards it is then fine..
The mower is 15 years old and had moderate use Can you help? Hello, It would be a good Idea
to try to change the oil in the unit. That is a great first troubleshooting step to take. You can
check all the externals and make sure they are working correctly. If it gets better than it was the
oil if not then you know that the hydraulic parts are probably worn. Hello, Though it is easy to
think other oil types will work in replacement of the recommended oil, our oil is actually a very
special blend designed to be used in Tuff Torq transmissions. Even the 10W we have is not
normal motor oil. So though you can use whatever you would like the recommended oil, as I
stated before, is designed to be in the transmission. Sorry one more questionâ€¦. Can you tell
me the oil capacity? Hello, Purging air on the bench does not get the build-up of RPMs to make
the transaxle run strongly. Typically a drill will not get you the power you need to do this
quickly. It is best to install the transmission back into the tractor and purge it up on jack stands.
Filling the typical K46 with oil halfway up the magnet is a good level for the oil to be at pre-air
purge. I have an lt j. Do you have an idea on fluid capacity and fluid type? Any help would be
appreciated. Thank you for your inquiry, Capacity is approximately 2. I am including an image of
where the oil level should be. We have a Cub Cadet ride on the mower will work for awhile then
starts slowing down going up hill. Oil was never changed in it. Can it be low on oil or has the oil
broken down so badly it has ruined the transmission? There is hrs on the machine but we cut
hilly terrain. Thanks Glenn. Hello, You have installed the wedge-shaped motor housing upside
down. Flip it around degrees and it will fix the issue. So if the wide side is towards you put it
down so that the thin side is towards you. Or vice versa. I would appreciate your input on this.
Hello, Tuff Torq has not done any testing on the additive you mentioned. Therefore, I cannot
give advice on whether you could use it or the safety or efficacy of the additive. You can add it if
you would like but I cannot give advice to do it. When stepping on peddle for forward motion
there is a long delay, tractor starts to move slowly until getting to normal speed. If stopped it
restarts just as slowly. In reverse no dely at all. Engine runs fine, rpms remain constant. Hello I
have a K46A transaxle and I took it off the unit as it would run for 20 minutes and then stop
moving. I let it rest for 20 minutes after the oil cooled down and then the unit would run for
another 20 minutes. I just saw a video that showed how to drain the oil from it and noticed that
there was hardly any oil in the unit, and whatever I was adding thru the air vent would come out
after it heated up. Could it just be that I need to add oil to the unit and put it back together
instead of rebuilding it? The unit does not whine or make noises when it moves but after 20
minutes it stops. Thanks for your advice! Hello, the best first step is changing the oil in the
transmission. Getting fresh viscosity in the unit will help determine if it was just the oil or there
are some other issues. Use a 5w synthetic, our tuff Tech oil is best but you can try what you can
find. As always if you have other questions you can contact the Service Department at Hello,
The control lever makes the transmission go forward and back with the swash plate squeezing
the pistons of the pump cylinder block. The motor housing determines if the control lever going
towards the front of the transmission makes the transmission go forward or backwards. Hello, I
do not have any testing data on that weight of oil. We only test with the oil that is installed in the
unit or our recommended oil. You can try using anything but officially I cannot say if it will work
or not. I changed the filter and oil using Tuff Tech recommended oil. The trans drive belt started
to slip badly. I replaced the belt and much improvement. But, it still slips going up a grade, even
with a helper spring on the tensioner. Do I need to go to a lighter weight oil? I read that JD uses
30 weight. This tractor is with 90 hours on itâ€¦ not sure if I should change the seals or the
fluid? We install 10W in the K46DM. Unless someone changed the fluid it should be a motor oil
in the unit. What about the second black cap that is not under the cooling fan assembly. Do I
drain that as well and what type and how much fluid goes back in the unit? Hello, That is the
vent valve and when you drain the oil it will also drain the chamber gear chamber under that
cap. Filling at the sealing cap under fan and pulley stack up will also fill the gear chamber. So
the same oil goes in both chambers. Thank you, ggraham. I will save this information. My

searches today suggest going stronger may be more important than just pursuing a locking
option. I found a reference to updating the K46 with K57 internals. Do you have any knowledge
of this? Hello, It is unfortunate but we no longer offer that as a service. The Engineer who kept
up with all the parts changes has retired and no one has taken up that mantle. I forgot to add the
K62 is available on this tractor as an option with the large deck. The linkage could possibly be
sourced from Cub Cadet. Hello, I think that would be a question for Cub Cadet. Since we do not
see the transmissions in the tractors it is hard to say what would work. Due to the terrain on my
property I am compelled to use tire chains even in good weather. Is there a transmission K 62
perhaps? Hello, There is not an easy swap between transmissions due to the fact that these
transmissions are built for the specific tractors that they are installed in. That being said there is
a company in Washington, not affiliated with Tuff Torq that has a K66 upgrade. His contact
information is below. My husqvarna k46 is not driving. I noticed that a rear tire has bluish oil all
over it. I believe an axle seal is blown and lost oil from here. Do I need to open the transmission
to replace this or does it seat itself from the outside? Also I read about using 5w50 syn. Does
this seem correct. Hello, You can change the seal from the outside without splitting the case. I
have a Craftsman Garden Tractor. It works fine for the last 10 seasons. It started to stop and
transaxle winning before it climbed the hill but it cut grasses fine in flat area in 11st season. I
removed the transaxle from the tractor today. However, I have not drain the oil from the
transaxle yet. There is no leak as far as I can see from the housing. I would like to change and
refill the transaxle fluid. What type of fluid it uses and how much? The reservoir has marks and
show the level of fluid. However, there is no dip stick on the transaxle housing. How do I know
that it is the right amount of fluid? Hello, Which transaxle is it that you have? If I know that I can
help pinpoint parts or a replacement. There should be a barcode sticker containing the serial
number of the transmission on the case close to one of the axles. Get that number and call the
helpful techs at the Service Department at I followed your instructions for oil change and
bleeding air. Any suggestions? Hello, It would seem that the oil is not able to make up the
difference for the wear on the hydraulic parts. You would need a repair kit which is a complete
hydraulic rebuild. You can contact the helpful techs in the Service Department at salessrvc
tufftorq. I just received my new transmission and noticed it was full of oil. Do I have to drain the
oil out and put new oil in or is it good to go? My LTX is leaking oil from the vent valve. I have
added oil to the transmission several times and it continues to lead from the vent valve. I do
have hrs on it. How do I eliminate this problem? Hello, If oil is coming out of the vent valve then
the transmission must be experiencing some rather rough treatment to make the oil heat up and
expand that much that it is leaking from the vent valve. You might want to check to see if the fan
is intact. Otherwise, I would change the oil and see if that helps. How do I check the trans oil
level? Can I simply top up the oil in the expansion tank to keep the trans oil level at the correct
level or or I have to add oil in the oil port under the fan? Hello Mr Briceno, It sounds like there
could be wear on the internal hydraulic parts. The oil is using this to escape pressure especially
after it warms up and thins out. After checking everything externally like the pulleys and the
linkage your best option would be to rebuild the hydraulic system or replace the transmission.
And as always you can call the helpful service techs in the Service Department at The number
on the axle appears to be 7A SN N The transmission quit working while vaccuming leaves and
going up a small grade. It has some power going on level ground but will not climb a hill. The
case is clean as there are no signs of oil leaking. What should I be looking for? Hello Mr DuBan,
It sounds like you need an oil change in your transmission to be sure of what you are dealing
with. It can make the transmission run again but it is not a guarantee to fix the issue. But it is a
great first step in finding the problem. When removing the transmission from the tractor you
want to pay particular attention to the linkage, fan, and all the pulleys on the tractor. By
checking these external issues you are making sure that they get eliminated from the list of
possible issues. If all is well with the externals, change the oil and see if it helps. If it does,
Great, then you had an issue with oil viscosity. If it does not get better or only slightly then you
have wear on the internal hydraulic parts that the oil cannot make up for and a repair kit is what
you need to replace the worn parts to get your transmission running like new again. You can
always contact the service departments friendly service techs at Hello Mr Robbins, Most K46s
hold 2. It depends on whether or not the K46 in question has an external reservoir or an internal
one. The internal reservoir units hold more oil. And as always, if you have more questions you
can contact the helpful techs in the service department by phone or email at salessrvc tufftorq.
Hello, Adding drain bolts to K46s that do not have them can be a problem waiting to happen and
in reality not save you much time at all. The problem is having to pull off the lower case off to
drill and tap for the drain bolt holes and now you have introduced a new way for the
transmission to leak oil. Time is not really saved due to the fact you would have to still have to
remove the transmission from the tractor to put the oil in the unit. We try to talk owners out of

doing it for those reasons. However, you can always contact the friendly techs in the Tuff Torq
Service Department by Phone: Thanks for sharing the information. I removed the trans-axle and
brought it to my local dealer for replacement. After installing it there is no grunt in the machine.
It cannot even climb a small hill. I removed it again and found the oil level a bit low so I topped it
up with about a cup of suitable oil. Could this be the problem, ie. I am in Australia and find the
John Deere people here only want to sell a complete trans-axle. Hello Mr. Arnold, What
transmission do you have? Perhaps with that information, I can find out what would be best.
Good evening. I own a John Deere L lawn tractor. Raised rear wheels off ground tires do turn
slowly,but I can stop simply by touching wheel. I understand their maybe a problem with K46
trans. What is my best option for the money to repair or replace. McCallum, You should check
all the external things first. Making sure the control lever is being pushed and pulled through
the whole arc that it can travel. Also, you should check the input shaft and the pulley making
sure that the pulley is turning the input shaft. After that, you should check all the pulleys from
the engine on to make sure you do not have a problem that way. If those things are all good
then you might want to open the transmission and check the machined faces of the center case.
Paying particular attention to the areas between the ports. As always, you can call the service
department to talk to the friendly techs at I have a craftsman riding mower model with hrs. The
k46 transaxle went out and have a new one coming soon. Do i need to purge it after installing
and do oil changes every hrs. I mow normal with it at home but yard has some hills and is
sloped for the most part. Williams, Our Transmissions are tested at the end of the assembly line
to ensure that they are meeting certain standards. So your transmission that is coming is
purged, tested, and ready to drop in your tractor. Everything is working fine but there is a little
humming noise when I engage the transaxle. The article above seems to contradict itself in
regards to an oil change. Thank you so much! I have a 11 yr. French, Yes, changing the oil is a
good idea. The oil in the transmission will breakdown over time and keeping fresh oil in the
transmission will definitely help it run. We do recommend 5W synthetic oil for your change and
have an excellent blend that will help the unit run longer. You can always contact the helpful
techs at the Service Department if you have any further questions. Hello there! This is my first
visit to your blog! We are a group of volunteers and starting a new project in a community in the
same niche. Your blog provided us beneficial information to work on. You have done a
marvellous job! I just like the helpful info you supply on your articles. Good luck for the next! Is
there an upgrade kit for the k46 transaxle? I plan on using it to mow and pull a 15gal. Will the
K46 ever need servicing if I use it as stated? If there is an upgrade kit, what does it consist of
and what is the cost? Hello, Mr. Elliott, I am sorry but we do not have upgrade kits. If you need
to talk with a service rep, however, you can call at I own the John Deere L and the transmission
has failed. Imagine that? Any design that requires you to have to remove the transmission to
replace the fluid is pure BS. Last John Deere anything I will ever own. We will be happy to help
with your question about our oil. Please contact our professional service team and they will
assist you in finding the information you require. They can be reached at or my email at
salessrvc tufftorq. Have a great day! Gentelmenâ€¦good morninâ€¦heres the prob. John Deere l
year modâ€¦.. We will be happy to help with your repair. Please contact our professional service
team and they will assist you in finding the repairs and parts you require. I am having problems
with my John Deere L tractor transmission slipping. Belt and pulleys are new. My tractor is a
and is in very good condition. If I remove the transmission and change the oil can I drain most
of the old oil from the top plug. I have observed someone trying to suck out the oil but he only
got about a pint out. I may end up rebuilding or replacing the transmission but I would like to try
oil first. If I have to replace the transmission should I upgrade to a k66 or another k If I have to
replace the transmission I will contact you for what transmission will fit my tractor. Thanks for
your message. While I am happy to help any way I can, you have several questions here that
would be best answers by one of our service professionals. You can reach them at salessrvc
tufftorq. I hope this is helpful. Please let us know if you need anything further. Hello, I would
need a little more information to help you. I need the serial number of the pump to know which
one it is so I can get you the information on oil. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
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